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Abstract—The inherent characteristics of large-scale structural system are 
also called modal parameters, which include natural frequency, damping ratio 
and vibration mode. They are the basis for analyzing dynamic characteristics of 
large-scale structural system. Modal Parameter Identification is a modern meth-
od, and it is used to identify the vibration signals. At present, the problem of 
large-scale structural system security is paid more and more attention to, so the 
method of modal parameter recognition is very significant. A fast integral 
method is put forward to eliminate the trend item of vibration signals, and the 
vibration signals are collected through the wireless sensor network (acceleration 
signal), so as to obtain the integrated vibration signal (speed and displacement 
signal). The polynomial fitting method is applied to eliminate the trend items in 
the sampling integral, and improve the operation speed and accuracy by the re-
lationship among the various coefficients. Then, they are discretized to meet the 
wireless sensor network requirements of "online" processing and analysis. 
Through the simulation of acceleration signals based on finite element model-
ing and the processing of actual acquisition acceleration signals based on wire-
less sensor network, the effectiveness of this method was verified. As a result, 
the precision effect by sampling frequency and the data length is summarized.  

Keywords—wireless sensor, large-scale structure, modal parameter identifica-
tion 

1 Introduction 

Acceleration signals, velocity signals and displacement signals all are very signifi-
cant vibration signals [1]. The dynamic performance (natural frequency, damping 
ratio, modal mode, etc.) of system can be obtained by analyzing the vibration signal 
[2]. Through the displacement signals, we can not only check the structural stiffness 
(whether the actual displacement exceeds the allowable displacement limit), but also 
can estimate the load ability of system (the ratio of measured value and assay value). 
Moreover, acceleration signal is easily obtained in the acquisition process, but dis-
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placement signal acquisition often has many problems, like expensive high precision 
equipment, sensor installation, difficult on small vibration displacement acquisition 
and other issues. Therefore, we can use acceleration signal of relative easy acquisi-
tion, to obtain the signal of relative difficult acquisition based on the integral relation 
between acceleration, velocity and displacement [3]. Although the integral relation 
between them is very clear, in the actual collection process, the sensor will produce 
zero drift and zero drift is not fixed, which make this problem more complex [4]. 
Obtaining the more "real" displacement signal through the actual acceleration signal 
has become the research direction of many scholars. 

With the rise of wireless sensor network, the acceleration signal is easily gathered 
in the condition of high frequency sampling. Through collected acceleration signal to 
obtain the velocity displacement signal is still an important part in vibration signal 
processing. The main method is based on frequency domain method and time domain 
method. How to eliminate the trend item in a large extent is still the main problem. 
But frequency domain method is easy to cause the truncation error, such as leakage. 
This phenomenon will occupy more resources because wireless sensor networks need 
us to analyze and tackle the problem online. Therefore, this paper focuses on the 
analysis of the causes of errors and how to better eliminate the trend item. 

2 State of the art 

With the rapid development of computers, people slowly began to analyze such 
problems in the time domain. In 1996, Faulkner et al. provided evidence that sam-
pling frequency was a key factor in dynamic testing. It can calculate the displacement 
signal by the integral relationship between acceleration and velocity and displace-
ment. In 2007, AdrewSmyth and Meiliang Wu proposed that the acceleration signal 
contained low frequency noise. In addition, the displacement signal contains high 
frequency noise. Based on the multi-proportional Kalman filtering method, it obtains 
the displacement signal by the acceleration signal. In 2009, Liu Desheng put forward 
a new idea based on wireless sensor network to achieve sound signal extraction and 
transmission, and it realized the transformation from independence to system. In 
2015, Yang Tong proposed a new photoelectric signal acquisition system. The system 
takes STM32F103ZET6 as the master, and the nRF24L01 is a wireless transmission 
module. It gives the system hardware and software implementation method, and ap-
plied it to the silicon photovoltaic cell (PC50-6) as a sensor component of the signal 
acquisition. The results show that the new system has improved the speed and preci-
sion of signal acquisition, and it can meet the requirements of the system. In 2016, 
Wang Wei et al. proposed a sensor network singular signal detection algorithm com-
bining wavelet analysis and chaos theory. It uses wavelet analysis to decompose the 
sensor network singular signals. The signal components are decomposed by chaos 
theory. The data mining technology is used to detect the singularity of the sensor 
network. The results show that the singularity of the sensor network is improved ob-
viously. It reduces the singular signal false detection rate and missed rate, thus ensur-
ing the wireless sensor network communication security. 
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In summary, it is an important part of the vibration signal processing to obtain the 
velocity and displacement signals by collecting the acceleration signals. Although 
there is only a small amount of literature on how to eliminate the trend items, the 
question of how to improve the speed and accuracy of the operation, how to deter-
mine the initial value of velocity and displacement, and how to solve the zero dynam-
ic drift is still not solved. Therefore, A fast integral method is put forward to eliminate 
the trend item of vibration signals, and the vibration signals are collected through the 
wireless sensor network (acceleration signal), so as to obtain the integrated vibration 
signal (speed and displacement signal). The polynomial fitting method is applied to 
eliminate the trend items in the sampling integral, and improve the operation speed 
and accuracy by the relationship among the various coefficients. Then, they are dis-
cretized to meet the wireless sensor network requirements of "online" processing and 
analysis. Through the simulation of acceleration signals based on finite element mod-
eling and the processing of actual acquisition acceleration signals based on wireless 
sensor network, the effectiveness of this method was verified. As a result, the preci-
sion effect by sampling frequency and the data length is summarized. 

3 Modal parameter identification 

3.1 Vibration displacement signal 

Vibration is a common natural phenomenon, and it is the reciprocating motion of 
objects or structures over time with respect to their equilibrium position. Although the 
vibration is beneficial, it will influence equipment performance, equipment life and 
the performance of building and large structure. 

Vibration signal processing is to analyze and process the collected data in various 
ways in order to obtain the required information we need, so as to solve or prevent the 
related problems caused by vibration based on effective measures. 

For nearly 30 years, vibration signal processing has undergone the process of the 
artificial analysis of analog signal and digital signal processing. The analysis of the 
vibration signal has developed rapidly on the basis of theory and technology. 

With the appearance of structural health monitoring and the development of wire-
less sensor networks, more and more data can be obtained from the observed objects 
in real time, so as to understand the health of the observed objects. However, in many 
cases, acquisition of certain data is very difficult, even unable be directly measured, 
thereby other data processing methods should be considered. 

Vibration displacement is one of the significant indicators to reflect the structural 
health. At present the common methods are precision level method, hanging hammer 
method, static level method, integrated grating interference micro-displacement 
measurement method [5-6]. But in many cases the measurement of vibration dis-
placement is very difficult and cannot be measured directly. For example, it is almost 
impossible to measure the vibration displacement of roof to ground. In addition, it is 
also very difficult to obtain the vibration displacement of bridge and monitor the 
health of bridge when the bridge is using. Even if the instrument can be measured by 
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precision instruments, the cost is still too high. It is an effective method to obtain the 
vibration displacement by acceleration signal [7-8]. However, the speed signal and the 
displacement signal are obtained by the acceleration signal. The acquired acceleration 
signal is converted to the frequency domain by fast Fourier transform. We integrate 
the converted acceleration signal in frequency domain based on calculus's properties, 
so as to obtain speed and displacement signals which belong to frequency domain, 
then convert it to time domain by Inverse Fourier Transform. The direct current signal 
of data collection is also can be converted by the signals in frequency domain. The 
processing of the signal undergoes positive transform and inverse transformation of 
the transform domain, thereby causing error.  

Due to the wide application of wireless sensor networks, the data collection mode 
is changed to wireless. If the collected acceleration signal can be solved in the time 
domain, that is, the speed and displacement signals are obtained by accelerating the 
signal, this method will play a positive role in the health assessment of large-scale 
structure. 

3.2 Modal parameter identification method 

1) Frequency domain method 
Modal parameter frequency domain identification method [9] is mainly using the 

measured frequency data or curve, according to the frequency response function mod-
al expansion, to solve the system modal parameters. This method mainly includes 
early single-mode parameter identification method, multi-modal parameter identifica-
tion method, nonlinear weighted least squares method and orthogonal polynomial 
fitting method. Single mode parameter identification method can meet the precision 
of smaller modal coupling system. Multi-modal parameter identification method is 
suitable for larger coupling systems. In general, we use the iterative method to com-
plete the recognition of all modalities. 

2) Time domain method 
Modal parameter time domain identification method [10] also is called curve fit-

ting method. The theoretical curve is fitted with the measured curve to minimize the 
error. Including the random decrement technique (RDT) method, the system identifi-
cation modal parameter (ibrahim time domain -ITD) method, the least squares com-
plex exponential (LSCE) method, the ARMA time series analysis method and the 
eigensystem realization algorithm (ERA) method. 

Random decrement technique is a kind of vibration analysis method developed in 
the 1970s [11~13]. The ideas are as follows. We collect raw data which has several 
multiple random signals, remove the random response based on mean sample method, 
and identify the parameter modal according to the free response. It can rely on the 
excitation signal and only through the response signal to get the system modal param-
eters. The precondition is to make environment excitation signal as a random signal. 

The basic idea of ITD identification is to collect the vibration signal of different 
measurement points for the vibration signals, and construct augmented matrix of free 
response in three different times [14]. The characteristic equations are established by 
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the free response augmented matrix, so as to estimate the modal parameters of each 
order. 

Least squares complex exponential method, also known as Prony polynomial 
method. The basic idea is to use the impulse response signal to identify the modal 
frequency and modal damping. Because this method is designed for a specific sam-
pling point, so it belongs to the local recognition method, and can be identified by 
structure damage. 

ARMA time series analysis method is one of the most commonly used methods in 
time domain analysis. The basic idea is to use the output-input signal to construct the 
difference equation and Z transform, so as to establish the equivalent relationship of 
the vibration equation and the ARMA model, the system function and the ARMA 
model, and then identify the modal parameters [15]. One of the key questions about 
this is how to effectively identify the parameters of the ARMA model. 

The basic idea of ERA is to construct the Hankel matrix according to the collected 
system impulse response, and to construct the singularity decomposition of the ma-
trix, so as to get the minimum implementation of the system. The system matrix is 
decomposed by the state matrix of the minimum implementation structure, and the 
modal parameters of the system are obtained. 

3 Time-frequency method 
The time-frequency method is mainly based on the wavelet transform analysis 

method. The time domain and frequency domain can be combined by wavelet trans-
form. This method is often used for denoising or structural modal and damage identi-
fication based on wavelet packet energy spectrum. 

4 Time-domain integration error analysis of acceleration signal 

In practical engineering, the majority of product signals must not be found with the 
original function in the original function. With the increasing of digitization degree, 
the data acquisition mode is changed from wired to wireless, and Newton-Leibniz 
formula cannot be used directly, so we need to find a simple and effective time do-
main integration method. 

The signal collected by the wireless sensor network is discrete signals, and we can 
express it when the sampling frequency is known. Time domain integration is the 
accumulation of area. There are many methods of time domain integration, including 
trapezoidal formula, middle rectangle formula, Simpson formula, Newton-Cortez 
formula, complex trapezoidal formula and so on. 

We divide the interval [a, b] into n equal parts, !
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In the one integration ( )kv
!

, there will be a truncation error kR , which means that 
high precision integral signal is relied one first order of truncation error precision, 
namely, the impact of accuracy of h and n. At present, digital signal is the main 
source, and it involves the impact of integral accuracy of sampling frequency sf  and 
sampling data length n. We analyze the average error and mean square error in this 
paper. 
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1) when n=1024, the range of sf from 50HZ to150HZ and the influence to AME 
is shown as Figure1. 
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Fig. 1. Influence curve of frequency on AMS 
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Fig. 2. Influence curve of frequency on MSE 
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It can be seen from Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 that the sampling frequency sf  has a great in-
fluence on the accuracy of time domain integration when the data length n is constant. 
When the sampling frequency sf is higher, the accuracy will be improved. 

2) when 50fs = , n is 512, 1024, 2048, 4096 and 8192 respectively. The influence 
on AME and MSE is shown as Table 1.  

Table 1. Influences of n on AME and MSE 

      n 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 

AM
E 0.0126 0.0126 0.0128 0.0127 0.0127 

MSE 1.9438!10-4 1.9567!10-4 2.0055!10-4 1.9948!10-4 1.9983!10-4 
 

As can be seen from Table 1, in the case of a fixed sampling frequency, the choice 
of data length n has little effect on AME and MSE. 
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Similarly, when the sampling frequency sf  is higher, the accuracy of time domain 
integration will be improved obviously. Data length n has little effect on precision. 

From the above analysis, we can see that the higher sampling frequency sf well get 
higher precision of time domain integration. For wireless sensor networks, in order to 
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ensure data transmission, sampling frequency is generally chosen as HZ100fs = , 
which can guarantee the precision of time domain integration. 

5 Simulation results 

The network topology of this study is shown in Figure 3. 

IPC Printer
Server or IPC

Converter

Wireless data receiver

 
Fig. 3. Network topology 

In the finite element modeling and simulation, we make the truck passes through 
the area, and we could get the acceleration, speed and displacement signal waveform 
of measuring point. This process can be regarded as a shock signal, and the vibration 
can be as the impulse response, and the initial value of it is zero, then the waveform is 
shown in Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. Acceleration (a), speed (b) and displacement (c) signal waveform obtained by synchro-

nous delay simulation 
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By the above method, we can obtain the speed and displacement signal waveform 
based acceleration signal, which is shown in Figure 5. There is no trend term for the 
displacement signal waveform, so the initial value is zero. 
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Fig.5. Speed (a), displacement (b) signal waveform based on acceleration signal 
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6 Conclusions 

The vibration signal (acceleration, velocity and displacement signals) is the basis 
for modal parameters, and it also is the basis of structural modal parameter identifica-
tion. Through the displacement signal, we can obtain the operation and health status 
of structure. In the actual project, displacement sensor has many problems such as low 
precision, high price, installation difficulty and so on. Therefore, we can use the inte-
gral relation between acceleration, velocity, and the displacement signal to obtain the 
displacement signal. Based on the analysis of the relationship between the trend terms 
coefficients, this paper proposes a method of fast integration, so as to obtain speed, 
displacement signal of trend items elimination and get simulation instructions. In the 
case of further analysis of the fixed sampling frequency fs, we obtain the relationship 
between the data length n and the precision of the trend item, apply the conclusion to 
the acceleration signal processing acquired by the wireless sensor network and get 
corrected acceleration signal, velocity and displacement signal. Therefore, it is a nec-
essary basis for follow-up large-scale structural modal identification. 
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